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“There are many opens of and for education. Open may mean 

welcoming, transparent, enabling or available in an educational 

context. It may represent an idealised form, or realisation, of 

education that we are striving for. Educators  may  do  battle  in  its  

name”  (Weller,  2014).





Definitions….first principles 

“Open Education Resources (OER) are teaching, learning and research materials 

in any medium -digital or otherwise – that reside in the public domain or have been 

released under an open license that permits no-cost access, use, adaptation and 

redistribution by others with no limited restrictions” (UNESCO, 2012, p. 1).

Open Educational Practices “A broad descriptor of practices that include the 

creation, use, and reuse of open educational resources (OER) as well as open 

pedagogies and open sharing of teaching practices” (Cronin, 2017, p.1). 

“Open Education policies are written or unwritten guidelines, regulations and 

strategies which seek to foster the development and implementation of Open 

Educational Practices, including the creation and use of Open Educational 

Resources” (Atenas, Havemann, Neumann, Stefanelli, 2020).



How can Open Educational Practices 

become mainstream in Europe?



European Open Education ecosystem

● 3M Framework (Zawacki-Richter, 2022)

● Macro: European and National: Policy, 

Theory, Systems, OER infrastructure, 

sectoral initiatives

● Meso: issues related to the provision of 

OER in higher education institutions, e.g. 

technical and support infrastructure, 

professional development, and quality 

assurance

● Micro: creation and use of OER in higher 

education teaching and learning, and their 

sharing between faculty members



Macro level challenges

● Fragmented policy at European and national levels, 

eg European Digital Education Action Plan hardly 

any mention of OEP or OER

● Underdeveloped Open Education enabling policies 

at institutional, national and European levels

● The issue of quality of OER, need for national 

standards for the creation, dissemination, and 

quality assurance of OER at the macro level (Marín 

et al., 2020).

● Financial unsustainability….linked to business 

models

● Disaggregated technical infrastructure

(Farrell et. al, 2022)



Macro level enablers

● UNESCO (2019) OER recommendation

● Implementation of OER contributes 

especially to the achievement of the 

Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 

4, quality education

● Potentially European Digital Education 

Hub? 

● Government support for OER (Stacey, 

2013)....OER as public good





Meso level challenges

● The low usage rate of OER is often linked to the 

question of quality (Zawacki-Richter, 2022)

● Lack of institutional policies, infrastructure, finance

● Quality assurance

● Lack of awareness….not core to institutional values 

and strategy

● (un)sustainable initiatives and business models



Meso level enablers

● Examples of successful 

institutions

● Growing ideation of 

potential business models

● Pandemic has put digital 

and open higher on 

institutional agendas

● Investment in people and 

infrastructure

● Meta-search of OER 

repositories…connecting 

institutional repositories



Micro level challenges

● Lack of awareness

● An abundance of learning materials is freely available 

on various platforms and repositories, but the selection 

of high-quality materials remains a challenge.

● Time for creation and maintenance of OER

● Lack of continuous support and funding for OER 

creation

● Narrow use of institutional repositories

● Lack of recognition of OER creation in promotion 

“In terms of academics’ 

awareness regarding agents 

responsible for OER quality 

assurance, the outlook is 

also rather bleak but 

provides some insights into 

common actors” (Zawacki-

Richter, 2022)



Micro level enablers

● The culture of teaching and learning must 

change

● Where it becomes normalised that high-quality 

learning materials are created, shared, and 

further developed together

● Only then can we expect OER to be widely 

disseminated

● Continuous support and funding for OER 

creation

● Institutional OER experts and supports
Farrell, Orna, Breen, Ellen, Brunton, James, Cox, Ronan, 

Costello, Eamon, Delaney, Lorraine, … Smyth, Victoria. (2021, 

April 29). Go Open: A beginners guide to open education (Version 

1). Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4593103



https://dcu.libguides.com/GoOpen

https://dcu.libguides.com/GoOpen


Examples of success..what can we learn?

1. Open textbook movement in USA and 

Canada…clear argument…Cost, Access, 

Digital…advocacy movement

2. Open science movement in 

Europe…breaking power of publishers, 

public funded research should be 

free..collaboration between libraries and 

scholars…..€€€€ ? 
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About Encore+

● ENCORE+ responds to the priorities 
of opening up and modernising the 
European education and training 
sector through a coordinated 
European OER ecosystem.

● ENCORE+ uses “Circles” to describe 
the key stakeholders who 
contribute to the European OER 
ecosystem of tomorrow. 

● Our four Circles: technology; 
policy/strategy; quality and 
innovation.
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